Game Descriptions
Re-Mission 2 is a collection of online games created by the nonprofit HopeLab to help
young people with cancer take on the fight of their lives.
All the games can be played free online at re-mission2.org.
RE-MISSION 2: NANOBOT’S REVENGE
Your mission: blast all kinds of cancer as a powerful microscopic nanobot.
Select from your arsenal of powerful chemo, radiation, and targeted cancer drug
attacks to crush the malignant forces of the Nuclear Tyrant. Can you stop all the
cancer cells before they escape into the blood stream?
Levels: 12 (+1 bonus level)
Developer:

Nerdook Productions

Game link:

http://bit.ly/rm2botrevenge

RE-MISSION 2: LEUKEMIA
Lured by the sweet taste of healthy stem cells, the Leukemia monster has sent
waves of cancer minions to destroy the body’s bone marrow. Save the precious
stem cell colonies and cleanse the bone marrow of all leukemia cells with
slashing, arcade-style gameplay.
Levels: 20
Developer:

Nerdook Productions

Game link:

http://bit.ly/rm2leukemia

RE-MISSION 2: NANO DROPBOT
Devious cancer cells are lurking, holding healthy cells captive and starving.
Seek and destroy cancer in order to rescue healthy cells with your flying
DropBot. In this platform puzzle game, players navigate through the body and
destroy cancer wherever it hides.
Levels: 15 (+10 bonus levels)
Developer:

Tinime Games

Game link:

http://bit.ly/rm2dropbot

RE-MISSION 2: STEM CELL DEFENDER
Protect white blood cells from a bacteria invasion – you’ve got what it takes to
win with your flying nano-fling-bot. Grab and fling bacteria to their doom,
unleash powerful antibiotic bombs, and feed a growing colony of healthy stem
cells. Once the stem cells grow up, watch them buzz-saw the bacteria.
Levels: 10 (+1 bonus level)
Developer:

Borne Games

Game link:

http://bit.ly/rm2celldefender

RE-MISSION 2: FEEDING FRENZY
Drive your colony of powerful chemo and hungry leukocytes to devour colonies
of bacteria and cancer cells. Explore the human body while chomping cancer
and bacteria in order to grow stronger, recruit armies of allies, and wipe out
cancer and infection.
Levels: 10
Developer:

Tinime Games

Game link:

http://bit.ly/rm2feeding_frenzy

RE-MISSION 2: SPECIAL OPS
Unlock this action-packed bonus game pack by clearing 5 levels of each of the
other Re-Mission 2 games. In this fast-paced arcade-style shooter, you destroy
cancerous invaders with a vast array of weapons and power-ups. Special Ops
takes the cancer-fighting experience to a new level with great visuals, multiple
game styles, and new scenarios that keep the action fresh and exciting. Killing
cancer has never been so satisfying! Downloadable for offline play on PCs and
Macs.
Levels: 15
Developer:

Novaleaf Game Studio

Game link:

http://bit.ly/rm2specialops

